How to determine your level for Short Courses

Beginning to Intermediate courses

These courses are for people who can understand simple English sentences, but don’t have a lot of vocabulary. This course is a good level for you if the following statements are all true about your English:

- You can talk about your family, the weather, and your favorite things.
- You can read and write simple present sentences.
- You can understand short conversations about familiar topics.
- You want to improve your grammar, speaking, vocabulary and writing, more than simple paragraphs and simple tenses.

High Intermediate to Advanced courses

These courses are for people who have completed intermediate or advanced English studies or who have worked in English–speaking situations. These courses are a good level for you if the following statements are all true about your English:

- You can understand and discuss news broadcasts about simple, familiar topics.
- You can discuss a wide variety of topics for 5 minutes or more.
- You can read and write paragraphs in English in present, past, and future contexts.
- You want to improve particular skills in English, like advanced pronunciation and speaking style or writing for a particular audience (professional or academic).